Students Share the Story

IN THE PAST SEVERAL SUMMERS, I had done
my share of strenuous outdoor trips, so I had
some idea of what to expect. However, I did not
know the beauty of the provincial park where we
hiked.
I did not know that I could go without food for
practically 48 hours in complete solitude. I did not
realize how much I would appreciate the family of
friends I would acquire on this trip. And I did not
realize at this time of transition in my life how the
experience would allow me to put some things
into perspective, without the influence of family
and friends at home and without the stress of
classes the firs t week on campus.
It is a time not only to explore unseen beauties
of our outside world, but also those within yourself. Darrell Jones, Dayton, Ohio

A LITTLE NOTEBOOK
(black scribbles Jading to orange with soft edges)
The first page - confused confessions;
anxiety, loneliness, the inability to relate.
Day 2- a campfire and a guy called Fozzy with
a hailful of stories.
Day 5 - Topaz Lake was a clean sheet of
turquoise reflecting tall green trees.
The chill of wet hair and the acquired art of
outdoor cooking.
An evening- falling quietly to sleep
under n black night sky of dusted stars.
Canoeing through frustration.
The realization of these interlocking moments
creating lifelong friends.
Notice the arbitran; numbering of days has
calmly ceased.
The brigantine - sailing over all remaining
waves of confusion.
When we ported in Windsor
the securihJ of these new friendships and
my own sense of inner strength was
Overwhelming.
Ginny Lautzenheiser, Terre Haute, Indiana

TWO WEEKS AGO I did not know the nine people who have become my "family." As we entered
Killarney, our first breath of the fresh air brought
with it a great fear of the unknown-a fear of the
people and the places that surrounded us and a
fear of the experiences that lay ahead of us.
With each day we faced new challenges; bushwhacking, portaging, rock climbing, solo, the
graveyard shift on the brigantine, and the simple
tasks of preparing meals and setting up camp. As
we conquered each new challenge, we grew close
as a group and became stronger individuals. The
strangers I feared that first day are now trusted
friends.
LandSea is an exhilarating adventure into this
magnificent world that we so often take for granted. I cannot think of a better way to start my college career. I have learned more about myself in
the past two weeks than I ever knew existed. Most
of all, I leave this trip with a new attitude toward
the challenges that I may face in my future. This is
a beautiful world and I look forward to more
adventures, not with fear, but with excitement for
the unknown. Melissa Fry, Homewood, Illinois

